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Abstract
In this paper we demonstrate our framework of facial motion retargeting. We define pairs of source and target
expressions and their variable configurations. For a given new source expression the target variables are au-
tomatically adjusted accordingly. We use Radial Basis Function (RBF) based regression methods to define the
relationship between source and target configurations. We also investigate both realtime use with markerless cap-
ture data from web cameras, and high quality methods for production environments based on professional motion
capture systems. We show that the method can handle a wide range of animation parameter types including skin-
ning, blend shapes and material properties.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Animation

1. Introduction

Realistic facial animation16 is a challenging task. Facial ges-
tures and signs are one of the most significant ways of hu-
man communication. Any little mistake in the animation can
make it unrealistic and unbelievable. Facial animation is cru-
cial in the movie industry, but it also plays a great role in vir-
tual reality applications and computer games. However real-
time and offline systems may require different approaches.

In this paper we investigate both realtime and offline pos-
sibilities. Our goal is to suit the retargeting method to the
needs and possibilities of the different systems. We’ve inves-
tigated methods that does not limit the animators in choos-
ing their rigging tools, and also considered the possibilities
of common realtime graphics engines.

We suggest two different techniques for realtime and of-
fline environment, both based on Radial Basis Functions, but
they are used differently. Once as a geometry mapping for
realtime, and once as an expression mapping scattered data
interpolation method for production environments. We also
show how the geometry mapping method can be built into
the production pipeline to enable the training of the system
without the knowledge of the facial geometry of the actor
who will later control the virtual character.

2. Previous Work

Early facial retargeting systems were based strictly on blend
shapes, because of their intuitive meaning and easy usage.
However the ideal case where both source and destination
model blend shapes are provided, and source and destination
models have corresponding blend shapes rarely occurs. The
blend shape mapping technique of Choe2 still assumed that
the source and target has corresponding blend shapes, but
source data can be given by marker positions. Actual blend
shape weights can be calculated by solving a system of linear
equations using least squares, but forcing that the weights
should be non-negative. Chuang3 used similar approaches
for 2D video input, and also gave a method to define best
key poses from input data automatically.

Buck’s1 method calculated target blend shape weights di-
rectly from marker data with scattered data interpolation.
They used the two most significant PCA vectors of the in-
put and did an interpolation based on Delaunay triangulation
partitioning. They used this approach to animate 2D hand
drawn faces.

Noh’s10 expression cloning technique solves the retarget-
ing problem with geometric mapping. Source geometry is
morphed onto the target geometry with radial basis function
(RBF) transform refined with cylindrical projection. Anima-
tion retargeting is achieved with transforming source motion
vectors, which were modified according to surface tangents
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and neighborhood area size. Contrary this local mapping
Sumner15 used a global geometric mapping, where poses are
retargeted from arbitrary source triangle meshes to arbitrary
target triangle meshes.

Radial basis functions were successfully used in facial re-
targeting by Pyun12 and Deng4. Both system used PCA com-
pressed source feature point data (feature vertices or motion
capture markers), and mapped these data with radial basis
function interpolation to target blend shape weights. Song
et al.14 showed that kernel canonical correlation ana-lysis
(kCCA) can also be used for this regression, and combined
RBF and kCCA results to overcome their weaknesses. Their
model also took timing and emotional sequences into ac-
count using 1D Laplacian motion warping, thus gave indi-
vidual characteristic to target faces. A simple but very effec-
tive solution for realtime systems was introduced by Dutreve
et al.5, where they mapped the source motion capture data
to corresponding target bones of a skinned face with ra-
dial basis functions. They also introduced an automatic bone
weight calculation method for new face models. A recent
work of Kholgade et al.7 deconstructed the facial perfor-
mance of the actor to three layers as emotion, speech and
eye-blinks to retarget motion to characters with dissimilar
facial structure.

Our method is based on radial basis functions and simi-
lar to Dengs 4 and Dutreves5 work. We focus both on real-
time and production applications and provide easy integra-
tion into current graphics rendering engines and 3D pack-
ages.

3. Sources of motion and target configurations

We focused on retargeting live performance data, which is
usually provided by the capture of the 3D movement of
feature points (markers) defined on the surface of the per-
former’s face. The number of markers and the quality of cap-
tured motion depends on the motion capture system. In pro-
duction environment passive optical markers stacked onto
the performers face are tracked by multiple high resolution
and high speed cameras. These systems have high qual-
ity and are noise free. Realtime raw data is usually further
processed and track failures are corrected by hand. How-
ever these systems are very expensive. For realtime appli-
cations made for average users we should find other solu-
tions. Thanks to the great evolution of video processing and
machine learning algorithms realtime markerless 3D track-
ing of the most important feature points of human faces is
possible even with a standard web camera.

The movement of the virtual character’s face is driven
by deformers which modify geometry. Current 3D model-
ing and animation softwares provide plenty of deformers we
can choose from and create intuitive tools that control the
parameters of these deformers. The process of setting up the
deformers and the additional tools that drives them is called

Figure 1: Bone setup of a face model.

rigging, and the final toolset is called rig. In case of realtime
applications only those deformer types are applicable which
can be accelerated by the graphics hardware, and these are
skinning9 and blend shape11 deformations.

Figure 1 shows a target virtual character face and the
skeleton system that controls its facial movement. We use
this deformation setup for realtime retargeting, as these
bones are easy to set up, can create a wide range of facial
movement and has a great support by graphics hardware.
For production use we can use blend shapes, or a system
combining blend shapes and bones. The model on Figure
5 uses blendshapes only, while the face model on Figure 3
is controlled by a rig which has bones for yaw and eyeball
movement and other features are controlled by blend shapes.
Blend shapes provide an intuitive control and can reproduce
features like wrinkles that are hard to achieve with bones.
Blend shapes also has the advantage that they morph the ge-
ometry with a linear combination of valid expressions so the
result will also be valid if blend weights are positive and sum
up to one. On the other hand it is quite easy to provide an in-
correct bone configuration.

4. Retargeting as a scattered data interpolation problem

Retargeting is the process where we adjust the target rig pa-
rameters according to the captured performance data. To do
this we have to find the relationship between these parame-
ters. As the function of this relationship is not trivial we use
an interpolation or approximation scheme based on sample
source and target configurations, where the samples are not
placed evenly but at intuitive configurations. We have chosen
Radial Basis Function sets as they were successfully used
previously in the area of facial animation retargeting.

4.1. Radial Basis Functions (RBF)

Radial basis functions are widely used for scattered data in-
terpolation problems like surface approximation and fluid
simulation8. Any continuous function can be interpolated
with arbitrary accuracy with a sum of radial basis functions
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in the following form:

y(x) =
N

∑
i=1

ωiϕ(∥x− xi∥), (1)

where ϕ is a radial function, whose value depends only on
the distance from an origin (xi in our case). There are several
commonly used radial functions, from which we choose the
multiquadric function:

ϕ(r) =
√

1+(εr)2

Each component of the target parameters define a radial ba-
sis function set, for which the corresponding ωi weights
should be calculated.

In our case the number of basis functions N is the number
of predefined samples, xi is the source configuration of sam-
ple i. Target configurations yi = y(xi) will define the control
points of the interpolation function set. Weights wi can be
computed with solving a system of linear equations:

T = H ·W, (2)

where Hi j = ϕ(∥x j − xi∥), Wi = wi and Ti = yi.

5. Geometry mapping

In case of realtime applications we need a high speed re-
targeting method, which can be immediately used for any
person, who sits in front of the machine. For these reasons
we used the RBF interpolation scheme for geometry map-
ping. This means that we find a nonrigid transformation, a
functional relationship between two 3D surfaces. In practice
we define sample points on the source surface and also de-
fine the corresponding points on the target surface. Thus the
number of radial functions in Equation 4.1 is the number of
sample points. Each function is real valued and defined on
the 3D space. We have to solve three linear equation systems
(see Equation 4.1), for the three component of the target 3D
space. This is the learning part of the algorithm, that should
be done only once. Once the radial basis function weights
are computed retargeting is done on a frame by frame basis
by solving equation 4.1 for the actual source values.

The source geometry is defined by the face of the user,
and the sample points are tracked feature points. We used
a realtime tracker library that tracks 3D positions of these
feature points from realtime video, typically from a web
camera. The target geometry is the virtual model. How-
ever the virtual model has much higher resolution geometry
than the source geometry, thus we need to move the vertices
which lie between feature points. To efficiently achieve this
we set up a bone system for the virtual face model, where
each source feature point has its corresponding bone. Bone
weights should be painted accurately by animators.

Figure 2 (a) shows the target model and the bone posi-
tions marked by green dots. Figure 2 (b) shows the tracked
feature points of the actual user. It is clearly visible that the

a. b.

c. d.

Figure 2: Geometry mapping. Green dots show the posi-
tion of the bones that deform the face geometry (a). Red
dots shows the corresponding marker positions tracked for
the actual user (b), the geometric features of the two mod-
els have significant differences. Using geometry mapping the
user’s smile appears on the target mesh believably (c). With-
out geometry mapping target geometry would suffer from in-
correct deformations (d).

virtual model and the user’s face has different facial geomet-
ric features. If we used the tracked positions as are, without
retargeting we would get an incorrect deformation shown on
figure2 (d) With the geometry mapping method described
above the target model keeps its own features but also inher-
its the source face’s motion (figure 2 (c)).

We should mention here, that this RBF mapping can not
cope with rigid transformations, so tracked feature points
should be given in object space. Source and target spaces
should be aligned according to rotation, translation and scal-
ing. The realtime tracking library was able to retrieve object
space positions, so our only task was to make the two object
spaces consistent, thus define the scaling and translation dif-
ferences. To do this we measured the distance between the
eyes and the distance between the eyebrows and the chin to
define the scaling, and taking the mean positions defined the
translation.

Geometry mapping is fast and does not require complex
learning, only the tracked feature positions of the actual
user in reference pose (standard face expression). The bone
system and skinning can be implemented on the graphics
hardware very efficiently. However skin weight painting is a
lengthy work and requires high skills and experience. Spe-
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Figure 3: The basic expressions of a face model and their corresponding source marker positions.

cial attention should be made to tracking noise and failures,
as incorrect bone configuration will result in unnatural faces.
We should limit bone movement and enable only valid bone
positions. This is especially important in case of realtime
tracking as these systems has greater noise and are less ac-
curate.

6. Expression mapping

Geometry mapping does not offer the accuracy and flexibil-
ity needed by production environments, therefore animation
films usually use blend shapes for facial animation. Blend
shapes are very flexible, as modelers can sculpt the geome-
try to exactly match the desired look of a given expression.
Though if we sculpt complex expressions, it can be hard
to reproduce an arbitrary new expression, but if we choose
a good basis of blend shapes any facial motion a human
can make can be mixed out. One good basis is the FACS
standard6. The FACS system deconstruct facial expressions
into 47 specific main action units (AU), which represent the
activity of specific facial muscles or group of muscles which
changes facial appearance.

If our target model has the necessary blend shapes the re-
targeting problem can be formulated as to calculate blend
shape weights according to actual input, which is a motion
captured 3D marker position data. Here we can make great
use of the radial basis function sets again to interpolate be-
tween previously defined target states. Now the basis func-
tions are defined on the space of marker data which has a
dimension of the number of tracked markers multiplied by
three, as we are tracking 3D data. As the target configura-
tion has a dimension equal to the number of predefined blend
shapes, we have this number of function sets to deal with.

The algorithm is the following. We record marker con-
figurations that correspond to the predefined blend shapes.
These corresponding data will be our training set. We should
note here that the retargeting will work only for person who
trained the system, ie. whose marker positions were recorded
for each blend shape. We will show how to overcome this in
subsection 6.1. With the training data in our hands we solve
the linear equation systems of the RBF sets. When the sys-
tem is trained for any new input marker configuration we
can interpolate between the predefined blend shapes using
the RBF equation (4.1).

Figure 3 shows three expressions and their correspond-
ing input data. We should note here that the opening of
the mouth is not a linear but a rotational movement, which
can be handled better with bone animation instead of blend
shapes. We have extended the target configuration space of
blend shape weights with the rotation angle of the yaw bone
to achieve realistic animation. It is important to note that ba-
sically any kind of data can be controlled by the retarget-
ing process which makes the technique quite flexible. For
example besides blend shape weights and rotations we can
control material properties such as color or bump map inten-
sities too. The latter can be very effective for showing small
wrinkles.

6.1. Training for an average user

The expression mapping technique provides high quality an-
imation with valid configurations. However its training and
the retargeting process is more complicated than geometry
mapping. It also has the disadvantage, that the system should
be trained by the person who will control the final animation.
As the number of blend shapes and other parameters grow
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this can become an annoying limitation, as we might want
our model to be controlled by anyone without retraining the
whole system. We can overcome this limitation if we define
the geometry (marker positions) of an average user. Using
the geometry mapping technique described in section 5 we
can deform the actual user to the average model in realtime.
Thus if the expression mapping is trained with the average
user model anyone can control the animation later, only a ge-
ometry mapping should be inserted after the motion capture
stage.

7. Results

Figure 4: Realtime expression retargeting in Maya. The an-
imation of the face model was driven by a motion capture
device using realtime tracking of a web camera video.

We have implemented the RBF retargeting methods both
in realtime and in production environments. Geometric map-
ping was implemented in a C++ demonstration application
using Ogre3D. Ogre3D is a well known open source graph-
ics engine designed for games and other interactive 3D ap-
plications. We used a C++ face tracking API based on con-
strained local models (CLM)13 developed at Carnegie Mel-
lon University. Figure 2 shows screenshots from the applica-
tion. The geometry mapping worked quite well for naturally
human like character models. However when the characters
get more and more stylish or abstract the results got unnatu-
ral and suffered from visual errors. The realtime tracker also
showed that a great effort should be made to reduce its noise
and to prevent incorrect marker positions. The performance
of the application was bounded by the tracker - which was
also limited by the web camera’s frame rate- the application
ran at 24 frames per seconds.

To investigate the production use of emotion retargeting,
we integrated our method into the most widely used an-
imation package Autodesk’s Maya as Python scripts. Our
first tests used realtime markers, we created a motion cap-
ture server for the C++ tracker API to access marker data in
Maya. Figure 4 shows a screenshot of realtime expression re-
targeting integrated into Maya, using the blendshapes shown
on figure 3. We used Maya’s built in character sets and poses

to handle source and target configurations in an easy to use
and regular way by modelers.

Though realtime tests with few basic complex expressions
worked well, the inaccuracy and noise of the tracker became
a serious limitation when moving to more blendshapes with
smaller facial movements like FACS. Our next step was to
use a high quality motion capture data recorded with a pro-
fessional motion capture system. We retargeted a short per-
formance of a singing actor to a ghost model prepared with
FACS blend shapes. Figure 5 shows some frames of the ani-
mation. Here we could not train the system with the motion
capture data corresponding to the specific FACS action units,
as we only had the data of the final shot, which contains com-
plex expressions. Thus we picked out typical frames from
the animation that contained a representative complex facial
emotion. This way we trained the system for the given shot
only, and we could also limit the number of AU-s too, we
used only the ones that play great role in the expressions of
the recorded shot. This made the retargeting simpler, faster
and more stable.

8. Conclusions

We presented two facial animation retargeting methods, one
for realtime use and one for higher quality animations. Both
techniques used radial basis function sets to solve a scat-
tered data interpolation problem. Their main difference is the
complexity of mapping. Our realtime method uses geometry
mapping to instantly map a 3D point from the source ge-
ometry’s surface onto the target geometry’s surface. On the
other hand expression mapping method maps complex con-
figurations of feature points onto complex configurations of
rig parameters.

We have shown RBF regression is a very flexible solution
to facial animation. Depending on the needs one can control
a bone system, blend shape weights or any other parameter
sets, and can train the system for generic use or for a partic-
ular shot or performer too.
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